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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to understand the price dynamics of the North American natural gas market through a
statistical survey that includes an analysis of the variables influencing the price and volatility of this energy
market. The analysis develops a theoretical model for the conditional reactions to weekly natural gas
inventory reports, and develops an extended theory of errors in natural gas inventory estimates. The central
objective of this thesis is to answer the fundamental question of whether the volatility of natural gas futures
are conditional on the season or the level of the natural gas in inventory and how accurate are analysts at
forecasting the inventory level.
Commodity prices are volatile, and volatility itself varies over time. I examine the role of volatility in short-
run natural gas market dynamics and the determinants of error in inventory estimates leading to this
variance. I develop a structural model that equates the conditional volatility response to the error made in
analyst forecasts, inherently relating analyst sentiment to volatility and price discovery.
I find that in the extremes of the inventory cycle (i.e., near peak injection/withdraw) that variance is
particularly strong, and signifigantly higher than non-announcement days. The high announcement day
volatility reflects larger price changes. With statistical signifigance, we can conclude that when the natural
gas market is under-supplied, the near-term Henry Hub Natural Gas futures contract becomes nearly twice
as volatile than in an oversupplied market. Furthemore, analysts are more prone to make errors in their
estimates of weekly inventory levels around these same time periods.
Natural gas is an essential natural resource and is used in myriad aspects of the global economy and society.
As we look to develop more sustainable energy policies, North America's abundant clean-burning natural
gas will hold an essential role in helping us to secure our future energy independence. An ability to
understand the factors influencing it is supply and demand, and thus price, are and will continue to be
essential.
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Title: Harris & Harris Group Professor Sloan School of Management;
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper attempts to understand the price dynamics of the North American natural gas market
through a statistical survey that includes an analysis of the variables influencing the price and
volatility of this energy market. The analysis develops a theoretical model for the conditional
reactions to weekly natural gas inventory reports, and develops an extended theory of errors in
natural gas inventory estimates. The central objective of this thesis is to answer the fundamental
question: is the volatility of natural gas futures conditional on the season or the level of the natural
gas in inventory and how accurate are analysts at forecasting it?
Financial. decisions are generally based upon the tradeoff between risk and return and therefore, an
analysis of risk is an essential part of any portfolio decision. Therefore, an understanding of risk, or
the volatility, of a commodity such as natural gas is essential for prudently trading the asset. We
know that commodity prices are volatile, and volatility itself varies over time. Accordingly, I examine
the role of volatility in short-run natural gas market dynamics and the determinants of error in
inventory estimates leading to this variance. I develop a structural model that equates the conditional
volatility response to the error made in analyst forecasts, inherently relating analyst sentiment to
volatility and price discovery.
In order to understand analyst accuracy at forecasting natural gas inventories, which are reported
weekly by the Energy Information Agency ("EIA"), it is important to have a framwork for thinking
about how errors develop. At a high-level, the logic is such that (A) supply and demand shocks to
the natural gas market lead to (B) errors that ultimately have a (C) causal price and volatility impact.
The theoretical model central to my investigation is depicted below in Figure 1 - High Level Logic
for Theory of NG Inventory Shocks.
High-Level Logic for a Theory of Shocks in Natural Gas Inventories
ABCSHOCKS ERRORSIN IC
(Variations:INVENTORY I
Supply-side or Demand-side
Short-Term o  Long-Term) ESTNTESntMPACT
Figure 1 - High Level Logic for Theory of NG Inventory Shocks
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The motivation for this paper is predicated on the the increasingly important role that natural gas
has come to play in securing our energy future. Unfortunately, this rise in importance comes amidst
some of the highest price volatility ever seen in the commodity since its futures contracts began
trading in the 1980's (Treat, 2000). Clearly, an understanding of the influential factors and volatility
dynamics of this commodity are not only important to trading it as an asset class, but also in
developing sound policy for ensuring our long-term energy independence. The organization of this
analysis will first address in Section II the background behind the North American natural gas
market, with an explanation of the regional hub-and-spoke and transmission networks, an overview
of the NYMEX natural gas futures market, a review of relevant literature and an exploration into a
theory of shocks in natural gas inventories. Section III addresses the methodology behind the
analysis, including tests for normalcy in NG futures and seasonal forecasting models. In Section IV,
I address the results, followed by Section V, which concludes and touches upon trading and policy
implications developed from the results.
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II. BACKGROUND, LITERATURE REVIEW & THEORY
A. BACKGROUND
1. The North American Natural Gas Market
As one of our countries most prolific and widely used natural resources, the United States
consumes approximately 23.2 trillion cubic feet ("Tcf") of natural gas per year, accounting
for 23.8% of our nation's energy supply.' To put this in perspective, 37.1% of our energy
supply comes from petroleum, and 22.5% from coal. Power generation and Industrial
uses each make up nearly a third of natural gas consumption, with residential and
commercial uses consuming 21% and 13%, respectively.
U.S. Natural Gas Consumers
Based Upon 2008 Consumption Data from the EIA
Transport.
(pipeline /
vehicle fuel) &
Other, 3%
Figure 2 - Breakdown of U.S. Natural Gas Consumption by use (2008)
While there is an abundance of natural gas in North America, it is a non-renewable
resource, the formation of which takes thousands to millions of years. Technology has
dramatically increased recovery through improved drilling efficiency and effectiveness in
recent years, however, it is impossible to know just how much natural gas is in the ground
until we begin to extract it with the drill bit. The U.S. has about enough proven natural
1 U.S. Department of Energy, http: //www.eia.doe.gov/emeulaer/pdf/pecss diagram.pdf and EIA Natural Gas
Statistics, htti://tonto.eia.doe.gov/ener-vexplained /index.cfn?pagye=natural uas hone#tab2
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gas reserves to meet nearly 10 years of U.S. energy demand, and enough reserves with a
high probability of recovery to meet nearly 80 years of demand.2
2. The North American Natural Gas Futures Market on NYMEX
The North American natural gas market is highly liberalized, and as a consequence, prices
are very competitive, responding quickly to supply and demand forces. Natural gas prices
may be measured at different stages of the supply chain. At the start, there is the wellhead
price. According to the UNCTAD, prices are also measured for different end-user groups
as residential, commercial, industrial consumer or electric utilities.3 Prices at the wellhead
show high volatility depending on weather and different market factors. Increasing
efficiencies in transport, storage and delivery allow for consumers to reduce the impact of
price volatility. In general, the main components of natural gas price are:
1. Wellhead price (i.e., the cost of extracting the natural gas itself)
2. Transportation (i.e., gathering, processing and pipeline costs)
3. Local distribution (i.e., end-user pipeline costs)
As recounted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development's
("UNCTAD") report on natural gas prices, in North America, wellhead prices were the
first to be deregulated. Transportation costs are still regulated by National Energy Boards,
while local regulatory boards regulate local distribution costs.
A futures contract is a standardized contract to buy or sell a specified commodity of
standardized quality at a certain date in the future and at a market-determined price (the
futures price). The contracts are traded on a futures exchange where the price is derived
from the equilibrium of supply and demand among competing buy and sell orders on the
exchange at the time of the purchase or sale of the contract. Buy and sell orders are
ultimately predicated on supply and demand for the gas itself, and thus the futures
2
http: / /www.eia.doe.gov/pub /oil gas/natural gas/data publications/crude oil natural gas reserves /current/pdf/tab
le01.pdf
3 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development ("UNCTAD"). Natural Gas Prices. Source:
http://www.unctad.org/infocomm /anglais /gas /prices.htn
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contract is ultimately derived from the underlying commodity (hence a futures contract is
considered a derivative instrument).4
The market mechanism by which equilibrium prices clear is through the natural gas
futures exchange. The New York Mercantile Exchange ("NYMEX") launched the
World's first natural gas futures contract in Apr-90, with options on natural gas futures
following in Oct-92. Natural gas in the United States is traded as a futures contract on
NYMEX in months ranging from the current spot market to 10 years forward. Each
contract is for 10,000 million British Thermal Units ("MMBTU," equivalent to gigajoules,
or 10 billion BTU).5 Trading terminates on the third-to-last business day of each month
prior to the maturity month, with a delivery period over the course of the delivery month.
According to (Linn & Zhu, 2004), natural gas futures contracts are extremely liquid
markets with upwards of 50,000 contracts trading for front month contracts and upwards
of 30,000 contracts trading for second month contracts in recent years.
Because contracts are offered for future deliveries, a term structure of prices develops and
its shape has important significance for our interpretation of the state of the market. For
instance, the below Figure 3 shows a 3-D time series of the natural gas term structure at
various points from Jun-08 to Nov-09. You will notice that in the summer of 2008 there
was an extreme upward slope, or backwardation.
4 A great introductory explanation is available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures contract. For a fantastic
detailed tome on derivatives, please see John C. Hull's, "Options, Futures and Other Derivatives"
s For more information on the Henry Hub Nature Gas futures contract traded on NYMEX, please visit:
http://www.cnegroup.com/trading/energy/natural-gas/natural-gas contract specifications.html
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3-D Timeseries of NYMEX Henry Hub Natural Gas Term Structure
(Forward Months 1-12, Jun-08 to Nov-09)
SumnmerO&: Market is heavily
154 backwardated; NG trades near
123 historical highs of $14-15 /mcf
14-15 .13-14 10
12-13 11-12
A 10-11 59-10
58-9 27-8
36-7 3 5-6
N 4-5 0 3-4
02-3 U1-2 Z
Present Day: Market is heavly F0
contangoed due to anemicdlemand
and unprecedented supply glut Time M-09
brought on by shale gas
NGContract Month
Figure 3 - 3-1) Time series of NYMEX Natural Gas Termi Structure
Backwardation is often indicative of a market described by a near-term shortage, or future
supply glut, where near-term futures contract trades at a price above that of the far-dated
contract's price. However, in the present day, the term structure of futures prices are
upward sloping, or in contango, where the near-term futures contract trade at a price
below that of the far-dated contract's price.
A contango is normal for a non-perishable commodity, such as natural gas, which has a
cost of carry. Such costs include warehousing and storage fees as well as interest forgone
on money tied up to hold the asset. Contango may also be a sign of trader's perceptions
for a future shortage or short-term supply glut, the latter of which likely describes the
current situation.
3. The Discovery of Shale Gas Has Been Both a Blessing and a Curse
In recent years, drilling technology has advanced to the point where operators can not
only drill deep vertical wells, but also drill horizontally at depths of several thousand feet.
The advent of horizontal wells has led to the discovery of shale gas, or gas produced from
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the fine-grained sedimentary rock composed of clay and other minerals such as quartz
and calcite whereby natural gas actually exists in the microscopic pores of the rock.
Horizontal wells are able to fracture the rock, thereby opening up these pores and making
extraction of the gas possible at unbelievable depths and pressures.
Split of Natural Gas Wells by Production Type
Relative Directional, Horizontal Shale and Vertical Well Composition for North American
Onshore Natural Gas Market
1,990
2,000
1,800
1,600
1 ,4 0 0 ------ --------- 
Horizontal Well use
1,200 Hoiona w u h incrase at grew t 18. 1% CAGR t 1,137
1,000 . ......................... ..... froni2002 2008 peak
800 1
600
40052
200 .... 
11 Directional Wells E Horizontal Wells 4 Vertical Wells
So urce: Baker H ughes
Figure 4 - Split of Natural Gas Wells by Productioni Type (1991 - 2009)
Since 2002, Horizontal well use has increased at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of over 18% (see above Figure 4). This has led to an unprecedented surge in supply
coming on to the market. The consequences of shale gas are two-edged: on one hand, it
has given new hope to securing our energy independence, and on the other, it has bred a
glut of supply, which against current anemic demand has led to unprecedented price
drops recently. An understanding of how inventory levels influence natural gas prices is
essential for any practitioner trading the commodity.
4. Storage and Transmission
The main difficulty in the use of natural gas is transportation and storage because of its
low density. While natural gas pipelines are economical, they are impractical for
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transoceanic delivery.' Whereas crude is a global commodity that is easily transported
across continents, natural gas market tend to be isolated to their respective continent of
production and consumption, and thus predominantly influenced by local factors, such as
regional weather and the local economy. Consequently, a vast national natural gas
transportation network in the U.S. moves around 21 trillion cubic feet ("Tcf") per year of
natural gas to about 70 million customers across 300,000 miles of pipelines.
The network, excluding gathering system operators, is made up of more than 200
mainline transmission pipeline companies, more than 1,300 local distribution companies,
and about 125 underground natural gas storage operators.7 This complex network of
natural gas exploration, production, transmission and storage helps to accommodate
regional variations in supply of and demand for natural gas. However, while the United
States produces nearly 20.6 Tcf of natural gas per year, like many other commodities such
as oil, it can only be held for future consumption in storage facilities for a finite period of
time.
For instance, household energy use varies significantly across the United States, largely
due to different climates and home energy efficiencies. For instance, an average home in
the Pacific region consumes nearly one-third less energy than a home in the South Central
region.' Accordingly, the market for natural gas futures traded on the NYMEX has
developed to involve a complex series of "basis contracts," or contracts that reference the
gas prices at specific marketing regions throughout the U.S., as determined by the local
supply and demand for the commodity. These contracts tend to be less actively traded
than the benchmark Henry Hub contract, which is the commonly referenced contract
traded on the NYMEX. We will explore in detail the statistical characteristics of these
regional benchmarks in Section IV.
6 In recent years, technology has allowed for the deep cooling of natural gas into a higher-density liquid, Liquefied
Natural Gas ("LNG"). LNG is more commonly exchanged outside of the United States, and as of 2008 only constituted
352 Bcf of imports, or 1.71% of total U.S. production (Source: EIA). Additional information is available at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefied-natural-gas
7 (Analysis for Natural Gas Basics )
B http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energv in the United States
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5. Regional Differences in Natural Gas Prices
When you hear the media quote the price of natural gas, it is typically in reference to the
regulated prices at Henry Hub, located in Erath, Louisiana. Spot and future prices set on
NYMEX at Henry Hub are commonly accepted to be the primary price for the North
American natural gas market. A NYMEX futures contract specifies physical delivery at
the Henry Hub. Owned by Sabine Pipe Line, LLC, Henry Hub is the main artery for the
U.S.' gas transportation network; it interconnects with nine interstate and four intrastate
pipelines and can transport 1.8 Bcf per day of natural gas,9 gathering gas produced from
encircling regions that accounts for 49% of total U.S. production in 2000.10 Figure 5
below depicts the U.S. natural gas pipeline capacity.
Figure 5 - U.S. Natural Gas Pipeline Capacity (2009, Source: EIA)
However, natural gas is produced and consumed across many regions throughout the
country, each with their own internal economic microstructure and uniquely influenced
by similar variables (i.e., energy demand, chemicals production, weather, etc.)
9 http://www.sabinepipeline.com/Home/Report/tabid/241/default.aspx?ID=52
10 Budzik, P. (2001). U.S. Natural Gas Markets: Relationship Between Henry Hub Spot Prices and U.S. Wellhead Prices.
Retrieved 03 2010, from www.eia.doe.gov
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Accordingly, hub and wellhead natural gas points for many of these regions are also
quoted and traded on futures exchanges. However, these regional prices will often trade
with some basis differential relative to Henry Hub. For instance, in Figure 6 below, Kern
River Rocky Mountain natural gas traded at $3.22 /MMBtu, which implies a negative
basis of $0.51/MMBtu relative to the Henry Hub benchmark average."
Figure 6 - Regional Natural Gas Basis Prices (Source: Bloomberg)
The existence of this basis differential, referred to as "basis risk," is one of the primary
drivers behind hedging needs for the NYMEX natural gas futures market. This analysis
attempts to better understand the statistical characteristics of these less-actively traded
(i.e., "less liquid") regional prices relative to the more liquid NYMEX Henry Hub
contract.
11 The EIA provides a monthly survey of basis differentials and regional prices, available at:
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/steo/pub/Sctab.pdf
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The following Figure 7 below highlights the various regional basis prices, expressed in
$/MMBtu from 2000 to 2010.
Regional Basis to Henry Hub ($/MMBtu) - (03-Jan-2000 - 23-Mar-2010)
10
NTGSTXKAndex
' - NGTXOASIndex
__NGTXPERY ndex
NGGCHOUS ndex
NGRMKERN ndex
NAGANGPL ndex
- - -_NGNECNGP ndex
CO _ NGCAAECOndex
-10
-15 -
2000 2002 2005 2007 2010 2012
Time
Figure 7 - Regional Spot Basis Differentials ($/MMBtu)
From these various basis prices, I calculated the mean and standard deviation of the basis
differential. I then percentiled this across the Jan-2000 to Mar-2010 period to create an
index that relates the level of dispesion amongst basis prices. In Section IV starting on
page 38, the analysis will incorporate this level of basis dispersion into inferring the
volatility response for a given level of variance between basis prices. The output of the
Basis Dispersion Index is given below in Figure 8.
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Basis Dispersion Index (03-Jan-2000 - 23-Mar-2010)
o Regional Basis Dispersion (Std. Dev. of Basis % of HHUB)
6
0
.2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012
Time
Regional Basis Dispersion PercentileIndex
0 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012Time
-
oo
Number of Regions Included in Calculation5I
2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012
Time
Figure 8 - Basis Dispersion Index
6. Factors influencing Natural Gas Prices
As mentioned, end-users of natural gas are generally grouped as residential, commercial,
industrial, and power generators, and each group has their own risk profile and unique
influence on the commodity. I have attempted to capture those factors influencing gas
prices below. These factors will serve as explanatory variables in my analysis under
Section IV.
Natural Gas Seasonality, Supply and Inventory Levels:
The total consumption for natural gas peaks between December and January,
typically arising from residential and commercial customers' space heating demand.
Consumption reaches its nadir in the summer when the space heating demand is
low. However, in the summer, consumption reaches a "local peak" typically
between July and August as cooling demand increases the electric power needs
from natural gas. Heating and cooling demand are driven by weather, the
temperature in particular.
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The highly seasonal demand for natural gas causes inventory of the commodity to
play an important role in balancing supply/demand conditions and for smoothing
production. Because the total consumption of natural gas exceeds production
during the winter months but falls below it in summer months, natural gas
inventory also has a strong seasonality tied to the commodity. Specifically, natural
gas inventory builds up from April to October ("injection season'" while
withdraws from November to March ("withdraw season").
Because natural gas must be injected and stored under ground during injection
season,1 2 there are natural limitations on how much natural gas can be held in
inventory. The EIA provides a "Weekly Natural Gas Storage" report that notifies
the market of the current level of inventory as well as the amount of natural gas
withdrawn or injected.1 3 These inventory reports are influential catalysts on
changes in gas prices. As will be demonstrated, unexpected variations outside of
historical injection/(withdraw) rate can lead to severe price volatility.
When inventory levels approach the capacity limits (currently at approximately 4
Tcf), exploration and production companies that drill for the gas are often forced
to "shut in" their wells, or simply stop production at the wellhead thereby reducing
the amount of natural gas coming into the market. The "rig count" is a proxy for
the level of North American drilling activity, as typified by the Baker Hughes Rig
Count (see below Figure 9). Accordingly, the Baker Hughes Rig Count has
become an important barometer for the drilling industry and future supply of
natural gas to the market. The active rig count also acts as a leading indicator of
demand for products used in drilling, completing, producing and processing
hydrocarbons. 4  As you can see from Figure 9 - Active Rig Count at Top-5
Drilling Basins below, the rig count has come in dramatically since Sep-08 as
producers have tried to rein in oversupply to the market amidst record low natural
12 Some natural gas storage facilities are man-made, however, the majority of natural gas storage facilities are in the
empty caverns of abandoned oil wells and or exhausted salt mines. There is a markedly long delay to bringing new
storage capacity online, and as such, capacity has oscillated from between 3,600 - 4,000 Bcf in recent years.
13 The Weekly Natural Gas Storage Report is freely available at:
http: / /www.eia.doe.gov/oil gas/natural gas /ngs/ngs.html
14 For additional information on the Baker Hughes rig count, including details on production by state and country,
please visit: http:./ /investor.shareholder.com/bhi/rig counts /rc index.cfm
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gas prices. From conversations with several natural gas traders, the level of
inventory and number of rigs have an important bearing on the supply-side price
discovery process.
Active Rig Count at Top-5 Drilling Basins
(From Jan-06 to Oct-09)
2,500
The Rig Count hs come in
2,000 dramatically since Sep-08 in an
effort to contract supply amnidst
record low natu rat gas prices.
0 1,500
U
> 1,000
* WESTERN GULF E PERMIAN BASIN X LOUISIANA-MISSISSIPPI SALT BASINS
" APPALACHIAN BASIN X WILLISTON BASIN U All Other Basins
our.60e Hufughes
Figure 9 - Active Rig Count at Top-5 Drilling Basins
Weekly Inventory Reports
From January 1994 to April 2002, the American Gas Association ("AGA")
provided a weekly survey of inventory levels for working gas in storage facilities
across the U.S., making the results available to the public on a weekly basis. In
April 2002, the EIA took over this report, 5 making it available to the public every
Thursday morning at 10:30 AM 6, detailing the level of natural gas in storage for
the prior week. This report tracks U.S. natural gas inventories held in underground
storage facilities. Changes in reported stock levels reflect all events affecting
working gas in storage, including injections, withdrawals, and reclassifications
between base and working gas. In the report, gas inventories are broken down into
three regions (Consuming East, Consuming West and Producing)17, and a historical
15 The Weekly Natural Gas Storage Report can be found online at: http://ir.eia.gov/ngs/ngs.html
16 When the AGA conducted the survey, they released it to the public on Wednesdays; the storage report is now
released on Thursday by the EIA. Accordingly, the timeframe for my analysis concerning inventory reports starts in
2003 to avoid any spurious interpretations.
17 Details about which states are included in each region can be found online at: http://ir.eia.doe.gov/ngs/notes.html
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comparison of current levels relative to a year ago and 5-year average is provided. 8
From anecdotal conversations with one quantitative natural gas trader, they
typically download the data instantly via the CSV format made available from the
EIA, and instantly input the new data points into their own quantitative trading
models. In addition, the EIA provides some qualitative color summarizing the
state of the natural gas market.
As noted, natural gas is highly seasonal. A number of sell-side analysts forecast the
level of inventory each week, and this data is made readily available on Bloomberg
prior to the Thursday morning EIA announcement. 9 These analyst forecasts can
have a substantial influence over the short-term impact on price and return for
natural gas. As highlighted by (Chang, Daouk, & Wang, 2009), who find that that
oil futures prices rise (fall) when analysts forecast a decrease (increase) in supplies.
Most interestingly, both relationships are stronger for more accurate analysts,
implying that investors learn about analyst accuracy.
Accordingly, on the point of analyst quality, these forecasts are subject to error,
most notably exogenous supply and demand shocks. It is these very shocks that
have captured my interest. Understanding how analysts make errors, when and
why is central to understand the price impact and particularly the volatility
response post the Thursday announcement. I will return to this point in detail in
Section II.D on page 29. As Figure 10 - Median Analyst Inventory Estimate Error
as a Percent of 5-Year Normalized Inventory Levels By Month of Year (Feb-2003
to Mar-2010) below illustrates, analysts make errors in a season fashion, most
notably in the winter and transition months of December through March.
18 Information about the method used to prepare weekly data to compute the 5-year averages, maxima, minima, and
year-ago values for the weekly report can be found in a Methodology Report prepared by the EIA and available online
at: http://ir.eia.doe.gov/ngs/methodology.html#5year
19 This information can be obtained from Bloomberg by typing "DOE <GO>" and selecting "Natural Gas" from the
options menu.
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Median Analyst Inventory Estimate Error as a Percent of 5-Year
Normalized Inventory Levels Boxplot by Month of Year (28-Feb-2003 - 19-Mar-2010)
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Figure 10 - Median Analyst Inventory Estimate Error as a Percent of 5-Year Normalized
Inventory Levels By Month of Year (Feb-2003 to Mar-2010)
Weather:
Weather affects the natural gas industry on both the demand and supply side and
temperature is the main driver of heating and cooling demand (Mu, 2004). Since
industrial use of natural gas does not vary much in the short-term (i.e., daily or
weekly basis), weather variation provides a good indicator for the variability of
natural gas demand. According to (Miller, 2007), the residential and commercial
groups have fairly stable base load demands and large, variable heating demands.
Over the short term, residential and commercial heating demand is weather
sensitive, varying primarily in response to the severity of the winter temperatures.
Due to the importance of the weather factor, natural gas demand is highly
seasonal. Typically natural gas is injected into storage during the spring and
summer months and withdrawn during the fall and winter months.
Degree days are the measure used to quantify the level of heating or cooling
demand. Heating degree days ("HDD") and cooling degree days ("CDD") are are
quantitative indices designed to reflect the demand for energy needed to heat or
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cool a home or business, respectively. A degree-day compares the outdoor
temperature to a standard of 65'F; the more extreme the temperature, the higher
the degree-day number and the more energy needed for space heating or cooling.
Hot days, which require the use of energy for cooling, are measured in cooling
degree-days. On a day with a mean temperature of 80*F, for example, 15 cooling
degree-days would be recorded. Cold days are measured in heating degree-days.
For example, a day with an aveage temperature of 40*F, 25 heating degree-days
would be recorded. Two such days at 40*F would result in a total of 50 heating
degree-days for the period. The U.S. Energy Information Administration publishes
regional averages for degree days.20
Figure 11 below illustrates total U.S. weekly HDD/CDD usage
as reported by the EIA via Bloomberg.
from 2002 to 2010,
U.S. Weekly HDD I CDD Usage (11-Jul-2002 -11-Mar-2010)
us Weewy Tot. CDO
--- US Weeky ToW HDD
'I
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Time (Source: EA, Bloomberg)
2008 2000 2010 2011
Figure 11 - U.S. Weekly HDD/CDD Total Usage
20 For more information, please visit: http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/energyexplained/index.cfm?age=about degree days
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When assessing the level of natural gas demand via the magnitude of HDD/CDD,
it is often compared by traders to a historical benchmark of previous degree-days
for each cencus region, as depicted below in Figure 12.
Figure 12 - HDD/CDD by Census Region (2008)
Heating Degree Days by Census Region
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Cooling Degree Days by Census Region
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Traders are ultimately concerned with exogenous weather shocks that will impact
demand disproportionately to market expectations and historical trends. In
Section III.B on page 33 I will address this by defining a measure for weather
"surprise." In the meantime, we can therefore equate demand shocks with the
exogenous weather shocks that lead to HDD/CDD deviations from typical
historical levels for the given time period.
Power Generation:
Natural gas competes with other sources of energy such as oil and coal. As shown
by (Brown and Yucel 2007), for many years, natural gas and refined petroleum
products were seen as close substitutes in U.S. industry and electric power
generation. Industry and electric power generators readily switched back and forth
between the two, using the lower marginal cost option. Consequently, U.S. natural
gas price movements generally followed those of crude oil. As shown by (Yucel
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21 (Brown & Mine, 2007)
and Guo 1994),22 crude oil prices were shaped by world oil market conditions, and
U.S. natural gas prices adjusted to oil prices.
However, today we rely mainly on coal, nuclear, natural gas, hydroelectric, and
petroleum for our base load energy generation. Despite its disproportionate
attention in the media and among policy makers, only a small amount of energy
generation comes from aternatives like solar energy, tidal harnesses, wind
generators, and geothermal sources.
As you can see from Figure 13 - U.S. Baseload Generating Capacity below, natural
gas provides the largest amount of energy generating capacit, however capacity
does not equate to the actual throughput, which depends on the current energy
demand and marginal cost per BTU to meet that demand. Coal and Nuclear tend
to have lower marginal costs per BTU and hence run consistently around the clock
for baseload, leaving natural gas generation to also address peak-load demands
across many regions.2
U.S. Baseload Generating Capacity
Comparison of Summer and Winter Capacity (Gigawatts)
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Source: EIA, http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table4_13_b.html
Figure 13 - U.S. Baseload Generating Capacity
Natural gas is most commonly generated in a modern combined cycle gas turbine
("CCGT") plant. CCGT plants offer efficiencies of up to 60% and can be readily
22 Yucel, Mine K. and Shengyi Guo (1994), "Fuel Taxes and Cointegration of Energy Prices," Contemporary Economic
Policy 12(3): 33-41 (July).
23 See the EIA's Electricity Generation by Energy Source and Existing Generation Capacity by Fuel Type for more
information. Available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/fuelelectric.htm-l
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turned on and off to not only provide additional base load capacity but also to help
meet demand during peak hours or seasons (notice the variability in NG capacity
in the above figure between winter and summer months).24  The decision to
activate CCGT assets amongst diversified power generation companies are highly
dependent on the season (and thus the energy demand) as well as the marginal cost
of natural gas relative to their other coal and petroleum generating assets.
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24 htt://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conbined cycle
B. Literature Review
There is a wealth of literature that provides deep understanding into the dynamics of
commodities, natural gas in particular. A substantial portion of the research is aimed at
developing structurel models of price dynamics, descriptive analyses of underlying influential
factors, and even some addresses the volatility dynamics of energy commodities, most notably
the works by Robert Pindyck of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This section will
provide a brief overview of the relevant literature that has formed a substantive basis for my
own research.
As previously mentioned, the goal of this paper is to be able to understand, model and
ultimately forecast the price dynamics of natural gas, specifically the commodity's volatility
dynamic. To do so, it is important to understand what work has already been done on
understanding the underlying factors that influence the price dynamics of natural gas, which
are highlighted in the previous Sub-Section II.A on BACKGROUND.
The most relevant literature to this analysis has been on the dynamics of the commodity spot
and futures market, most notably from Pindyck (1999, 2001, 2004), as well as about how
markets process information related to news realeases as analyzed by Ederington & Lee (1993,
1994, 1995). Additional literature on techniques and methodology, as presented by Campbell,
Lo, & MacKinlay (1997) and Al-Fattah (2006). The work of Ederington & Lee (1993, 1994,
1995) has focused on how fixed income and foreign exchange futures markets respond to the
"announcement effect" of macroeconomic and news releases. This literature has salient
relevance to my own research on the natural gas market's response to weekly EIA inventory
storage reports.
Elaborating on the work of (Ederington & Lee, The Short-Run Dynamics of the Price
Adjustment to New Information, 1995), they use 10-second returns and tic-level data to find
that prices adjust in a serieis of numerous, small, but rapid price changes that begin within 10
seconds of the news release, and is mostly completed within 40 seconds of the announcement.
Furthermore, they find that while volatility tends to be higher than normal just before the
news release, there is no evidence of information leakage.
As they point out, two aspects of the market response have been explored in the literature:
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1. How long it takes information to be fully reflected in the market prices, in the sense that
volatility returns to normal levels.
2. How quickly and how efficiently markets incorporate new information.
However, it seems that a bulk of the research has focused on the adjustment of equity prices
following earnings and dividied annoucnements. For instance (Woodruff & Senchack, 1988)
and (Brown, Clinch, & Foster, 1992) found that the mean duration betwween and earnings
announcement and the first post-announcement trade is roughly under fifteen minutes. Nearly
half of the total adjustment comes within the first 30 minutes. Most interestingly, (Brown,
Clinch, & Foster, 1992) found that following extremely bad or good earnings releases, prices
tend to trend in the same direction for approximately four hours. These findings, while related
to the equity markets and at a higher frequency than my analysis are of key interest. They help
to capture how sentiment plays a role at influencing price discovery, and ultimately the
volatility patterns that ensue.
From a different lense, (Pindyck R. , Volatility and Commodity Price Dynamics, 2004),
highlights how volatility affects prices, production, and inventories in two principal ways:
1. First, it directly affects the marginal convenience yield, which is the marginal value of
storage that encapsulates the flow of benefits from an extra unit of inventory. As
Pindyck reveals, when prices are more volatile, so too is production and demand, thereby
leading to a greater demand for inventories, which are needed to smooth production.
This ultimately helps to smooth deliveries of the commodity to end users, thereby
reducing marketing costs. Therefore, Pindyck concludes that an increase in volatility may
lead to inventory build-ups and raise prices in the short run.
2. Second, for a depletable resource, Pindyck demonstrates that volatility affects the total
marginal cost of production via the "option premium." As he describes it, producers
hold operating options, with an exercise price equal to direct marginal production cost
and a payoff equal to the spot price. Total marginal cost equals the direct marginal cost
plus the opportunity cost of exercising the incremental operating option. An increase in
price volatility raises the value of this option and the associated opportunity cost, and
can therefore lead to a reduction in production.
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Extending Pindyck's second finding, (Litzenberger & Rabinowitz, 1995) used a two-period
model to demonstrate that this option premium may lead to some backwardation in the
futures market. Within the energy complex, they use data for crude oil, and demonstrate
production is negatively correlated, and the extent of backwardation is positively correlated,
with price volatility. Pindyck extends this result, which is consistent with the theory, to show
how volatility and option value can be incorporated in a model of the dynamics for a
commodity market.
On the topic of conditional volatility, examining intraday volatility, (Linn & Zhu, 2004)
demonstrate that unconditional natural gas price volatility is substantially higher around the
time when the natural gas storage report is released.
Another important component to this analysis is the impact of weather on influencing the
volatility of natural gas futures prices. (Roll, 1984) wrote a capstone paper that examined the
relationship between forecast error of temperature in Florida and the returns of orange juice
futures. Roll found a statistically significant relationship, but with an R2 that was too low.
These findings are often cited as evidence of excess volatility or noise trading. This is relevant
to my own research, as I intend to similarly understand the interaction between prices and a
truly exogenous determinant of value, the weather.
C. The Theory of Storage
The Theory of Storage states the spot and forward prices of storable commodities are
integrated when the storage is held from one period to the next. This implies that surprise
weather may lead to higher conditional volatility in both spot and futures markets.2 ' The
theory of storage has a rich history, most notably from the initial works of (Working, 1949)
and (Samuelson, 1971) amongst others, with more recent contributions from (Pindyck R. S.,
1994).
(Working, 1949) attempts to understand the factors that determine the inter-temporal price
relationship, or the relationship between expected prices for the delivery of a commodity at
different points in time. Analyzing the U.S. wheat market, he finds that so far as supplies are
concerned, it is only supplies already in existence which have any significant bearing on a current
2S Mu, X. (2004, 12). Weather, Storage, and Natural Gas Price Dynamics: Fundamentals and Volatility. Working Paper.
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inter-temporal price relations. Working's result is particularly useful because it places in proper
perspective the dominating role that stocks play in determining inter-temporal price
relationships
(Samuelson, 1971) finds that because a commodity can be carried forward from one period to
the next, speculative arbitrage serves to link its prices at different points of time. Since,
however, the size of commodity stock (he uses wheat) is based on complicated probability
processes that are impossible to forecast with certainty, he determines that the minimal model
for understanding market behavior must involve stochastic processes. He further relates that it
is the expected rather than the known-for-certain prices that enter into all arbitrage relations and
carryover decisions, and ultimately determines the behavior of price as the solution to a
stochastic-dynamic-programming problem. The resulting stationary time series possesses an
ergodic" state and normative properties like those often observed for real-world exchanges.
Pindyck suggests that competitive producers hold inventories to reduce costs of adjusting
production and to reduce marketing costs by facilitating scheduling and avoiding stockouts.
Using data for copper, heating oil, and lumber, he estimated these costs within a structural
model of production, sales, and storage. He finds that inventories play a "production-
smoothing" role only for heating oil (only relative to copper and lumber) and during periods
of low or normal prices. Subsequently, he finds that inventories also play a more important
role in reducing marketing costs. Given the similarities of heating oil and natural gas as both
important energy commodities for similar purposes (i.e., home heating), as well as their nature
as a "flow" commodity, it seems rational to extend Pindyck's findings on the role of
inventories to that of natural gas.
D. Theory of Shocks in Natural Gas
As stated in (Engle, 2001), "...volatility is a response to news, which must be a surprise.
However, the timing of the news may not be a surprise and gives rise to predictable
components of volatility, such as economic announcements." As previously mentioned, the
objective of this analysis is to answer whether volatility of natural gas futures is conditional on
the season or the level of the inventory and secondly, how accurate analysts are at forecasting
inventory levels.
26 From probability theory and Markov chains, an ergodic state is one that is aperiodic and (non-null) persistent.
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To understand analyst inventory estimate accuracy, I developed a framework for thinking
about errors, or shocks. At a high-level, the logic is such that shocks to natural gas market
(either supply-side or demand-side) leads to errors, which ultimately have a price impact. This
theoretical model, which is central to my investigation, is depicted below in Figure 14.
High-Level Logic for a Theory of Shocks in Natural Gas Inventories
SHOCKS ERRORSIN PRICE/
(Vonotions: INVENTORY - VOLATILITY
Supply-side or Demand-side
Short-Term or Long-Tenn) ESTIMATES IMPACT
Figure 14 - High Level Logic for a Theory of Shocks in Natural Gas Inventories
To build intuition around the market's response to inventory reports, I examine the price and
volatility impact due to errors made in inventory estimates, as caused by various exogenous
shocks. Delving deeper into the price and volatility impact (Component C), I make the
conjecture that price and volatility will be impacted in different ways depending upon the
nature of the shock, most notably if it is considered by the market to be short-term or long-
term in nature. This exposition of Component C of our Theory of Schocks is depicted below
in Figure 15.
Theory of Shocks in Detail: Framework for Price Impact (C)
Spread Price Changes
Short-Run Shocks
C SpotPric ChanesPRICE/ /
VOLATIUTY
IMPACT
LRiin Shocks Change in Absoiute LevLong Rn Shoks Acoss NG Curve
(e.g., due to longer-dated systemwc vanations
in weather (demand) or supply (i.e., hor-lzontal shale drilling)
Figure 15 - Component C in Detail: Framework for Price Impact
My conjecture is that we can infer the market's perception of the type of shock, such as
whether it is expected to be short-term or long-term in nature, by looking at how the
individual natural gas futures contracts move across the term structure for a particular
inventory report. Specifically, one of my thesis' hypotheses is that short-run shocks will
evidence themselves in either a spread price change or spot-price change and that long-run
shocks will likely evidence themselves as a broader change in absolute price levels across the
natural gas futures curve. Expounding upon this logic, it is typically the case that short-run
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shocks in natural gas are typically demand-side related. We can relate the use of natural gas
inventory as a proxy for broad energy demand, as supported by the HDD/ CDD level.
Therefore, we can connect demand-side shocks to outsized HDD/CDD levels. If there is a
surprise use of inventory due to outsized shocks in HDD/CDD levels, and it is believed to be
short-term in nature, we should expect that the nearby futures contract and spot-price changes
will likely trade at a higher premium relative to longer-dated contracts. The logic is that peak-
load issues arise from power producers needing to meet immediate incremental energy
demand. Secondly, supply-side shocks are typically less common27, and examples of which
would be shut-ins related to hurricanes or extremely cold weather; these types of events
typically take some time to recover from.
Looking at this theoretical model for shocks to natural gas inventory more holistically, my
research aims to evaluate the following theoretical model for natural gas inventory report
reactions. This theoretical model is depicted below in Figure 16.
Theoretical Model for Natural Gas Inventory Report Reactions
(1) Determine Trend (2) Characterize Market (3) Condition on (4) React to OutcomeExpectations
Bullsh
Bearish
timatu sh
Historicalt vs.CP
Normatzed tonventory
Marketin Over-
SupplyBers
DetcrmineRatio of titer Aikp
Hitoa v s.Current w de
Nornalue Invi toy ito
LevelSeuoonlfy fheeshoid
iAdjusted~ ~ l
Market
Undersuppted
Assumes a Multiplicative modelRsuch t at.
Data= Trend *Seasonal * Cyclic frregular Resatima test ul 0LnCshe
Estimates Bearish
BullishBearish
Figure 16 -A Theoretical Model for Natural Gas Inventory Report Reactions
27 Ye, M., Zyren, J., & Joanne, S. (2005). A Monthly Crude Oil Spot Price Forecasting Model Using Relative Inventories.
International Journal of Forecasting, 21, 491-501.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. General Data
This analysis involved substantial volumes of data from multiple sources. To facilitate the
analysis, I developed a comprehensive SQL database of over 300,000 records containing daily
natural gas futures prices, daily natural gas Exchange-Traded Fund ("ETF") prices28, daily
market data (i.e., S&P 500, MSCI World, etc.), daily interest rates, weekly inventory storage
levels from Jan-94 to Mar-10. Source data was extracted with appropraite licensing from
Bloomerg, WRDS, EIA/DOE, and the Global Financial Database. Extensively using Matlab,
VBA and StatoolST M , my analysis consists of the following segments:
1. Exploratory data analysis
2. Developing summary statistics of each future contract and market factor
3. Testing for normalcy in the gas data
4. Developing seasonal models (using Winters' Model) for analysis and forecast
5. Exploring regression-based multi-factor models for describing the influence of
explanatory variables on natural gas markets29
Looking at the last traded end of day prices for natural gas futures data from Bloomberg, I
analyzed spot prices and rolling 1-12 month futures. Spot prices are not recorded at a
centralized exchange, but collected by agencies like Bloomberg who base their price estimates
on polls of traders.34 The futures prices are collected in such a way, that they roll on a pre-
specificed time each month, effectively helping to ensure that the collected price reflects the
active contract by volume and open interest. I focus my analysis on the day of the inventory
report (Thursday of each week), compared to the volatility of the day before, the average
volatility over the prior two days, and the average volatility over the prior three days with
volatility being measured as the rolling 20D historical annualized standard deviation and the
daily log-return squared. The conjecture is that if there is a measurable announcement effect in
28 ETF's like the UNG (NYSE:UNG) are recently developed securitized products that offer retail investors a means to
synthetically participate in the natural gas futures market but through an equity exchange as opposed to the NYMEX.
In short, this allows anyone to buy or sell natural gas buy purchasing (or selling short) shares of the UNG.
29 I will frame some portions of my analysis to exclude parts of 2006 which were biased by the collapse of hedge fund,
Amaranth Partners. (Till, 2007) and (APPA, 2007) provide an excellent summary of Amaranth's influence on the gas
market and chronical the steps leading to its demise.
30 Mu, X. (2004), page 7 addresses some of the potential complications this can introduce.
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natural gas futures, we should expect to see a statistically signifigant difference in the ratio of
announcement day volatility, when the information is incorporated quickly into the new
equilibrium prices,3 1 and the volatility over the prior day and several days pre-annoucement.
B. Measure of Weather Surprise
I exend the work of (Mu, 2004), to create a standardized measure of weather surprise, as
defined below in Equation 1. This will serve as a proxy for the demand shock and defined as
the forecasted deviation of heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) from
normal based on Z-score.
Weather Surprise Inde
WS -DD, - p"_D
t~ D
Where
DDt-ID t+ +CDDt
Equation 1 - Standardized Weather Surprise Index
I use the 1994 - 2002 weekly CDD/HDD data to standardize the 2003 - 2010 weather levels,
thereby constructing a unitless measure of relatively how warm or cool a given week is to what
has been typical in the past. They hypothesis is that outsized weather surprise, WS, values
should lead to greater volatility on natural gas futures prices as well as higher analyst error.
C. Bullish/Bearish Inventory Report Indicator
Additionally, I developed an indicator, (D, of whether a given weekly inventory storage report
is bearish or bullish by looking at the Z-score of the deviation of actual inventory
announcement from the median analyst estimates, expressed as percentage of the 5-year
normalized inventory level for that week. To account for noise, indicator values that are
greater than 0.2 are considered Bearish (impliying an over-supplied market), and values less
than -0.2 are considered Bullish (impling a more constrained market). The indicator is
calculated each week from 2003-2010 as follows from Equation 2 - Inventory Report
Bullish/Bearish Indicator:
1 As discussed in the Literature Review Section 11.B, Ederington, L. H., & Jae, L. H. (1993) provide a fantastic
discussion of the rapid price-adjustment process of other futures contracts to news releases.
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Inventory Report Bullish / Bearish IndicatDr l j
Class ification ofIndic ator
Bullish : <D < -0.2 (i.e., inventory lower than expected, more constrained market)
Bearish: D > 0.2 (i.e., inventory higher than expected, more over - supplied market)
Where-
( ActusaInventoryLevelReleaset -AnaystMedianFstimateOfLeveljXt =5YNormalizedLevej
t= Weekly announcement day (Thurs day)
p= 1994 -2003 training period average ofXt
-= 1994 - 2003 training period standard deviation ofXt
Equation 2 - Inventory Report Bullish/Bearish Indicator
D. Individual Analyst Estimates for Guaging Analyst Quality/Skill
I constructed a time series of individual analyst estimates, looking at all 23 analysts that
provided an estimate into the most recent weekly inventory report, as of Mar-18, 2010. Using
these 23 analysts, I then pulled out their estimate history going back to the greater of either
January 1st, 2001 or when data was available. Due to data availabilities, I truncated the time
series to Feb-28, 2003, as this is when Bloomberg appears to have started recording
consolidated data around individual analyst estimates. I then repeated this same exercise, but
using the universe of analysts reporting as of Sep-7, 2006, the mid-point of the estimate data
series, and not already included in the universe of analysts reporting as of Mar-18, 2010.
E. Inventory Cycle Indicator
It is important to understand the stage of the natural gas inventory cycle. Natural gas goes
through two fundamental stages: injection and withdraw. Additionally, there are several
"fringe" weeks around the inflection points when natural gas shifts from injection to withdraw
and from withdraw to injection. These ambiguous periods are times when it may be more
challenging for analysts to infer the turning point during the cycle. My hypothesis is that the
volatility patterns of natural gas will vary depending upon whether the state of inventory is in a
withdraw, injection, withdraw-fringe or injection-fringe period. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to develop a systematic way of characterizing the stage of the inventory cycle.
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The fringe periods are important to understand because they constitute times when the change
in inventory is less certain, obscuring the turning point when we switch from natural gas
withdraw to injection or from injection to withdraw. This uncertainty can be captured quite
robustly by comparing the week-over-week change in inventory relative to a moving average
of this change, in effect encapsulating the degree of uncertainty in inventory changes.
Accordingly, I developed a simple framework for such classification. As you can see from
Figure 17 on page 36, inventory levels fluctuate seasonally based on demand for natural gas.
From a crude measure, we can identify the following stages of the inventory cycle below in
Table 1 - Inventory Cycle Stage Designation:
Withdrawal -2
Withdrawal Inflection
Injection +1
Injection Inflection +2
Table 1 - Inventory Cycle Stage Designation
Looking at the total U.S. inventory levels (in Bcf)32 for each year from 1994 to 2010 by week, I
statistically characterized the stage of the inventory cycle into one of four numeric levels,
which will be later used to facilitate ANOVA analysis and regressions around inventory stage.
Relative to actual inventory data, the classification looks crudely as follows from Figure 17 -
Inventory Levels by Week of Year and Cycle Stage Designations.
32From Bloomberg, this is the "DOENUST1_Index" security identifier
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Inventory Level by Week of Year - Full Time Series (07-Jan-1994 - 1 9-Mar-201 0)
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deviation as being the withdraw inflection "fringe" period, and all weeks in the second half of
the year below -1 standard deviation as being the injection inflection "fringe" period. This
approach holds up robustly across all years from 1994 - 2010. An example of the output from
this cycle detection algorithm for 1994 is provided below in Figure 18 - Inventory Cycle
Analysis for 1994.
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Inventory Cycle Analysis for 1994
Inventory Level for 1994
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Figure 18 - Inventory Cycle Analysis for 1994
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IV. RESULTS
A. Exploratory Data Analysis:
1. Natural Gas Futures Contract Daily Returns
U.S. Henry Hub Natural Gas Prices (NG1)
(Based upon daily data from 1994-2009)
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Week Number
NG1
Figure 19 - U.S. Henry Huh Natural Gas Prices (NG1)
As the below Figure 20 - Box Plot of Daily Natural Gas Futures Returns illustrates for
the NG1 - NG12 futures returns, there are extreme outliers, both on the up and
downside. Additionally, the volatility of near-dated contracts is meaningfully higher than
contracts farther out in the term structure. Most interestingly, these outliers tend to
cluster around EIA reports. Jumps to the upside appear to be more frequent (87.3%) than
jumps to the downside (76.4%) following these reports. The implication of this could be
that markets tend to over-react more optimistically to unexpectedly bullish inventory
reports.
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Box-Whisker Plot of Daily Natural Gas Futures Returns
(Futures Contracts for Months 1-12: Apr-17, 2007- Nov-16, 2009; Excludes Amaranth-affected lime Period)
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Figure 20 - Box Plot of Daily Natural Gas Futures Returns
2. Natural Gas Futures Contract Daily Returns
The below Figure 21 - Box-Wh-iisker Plot of Comparative Daily Returns illustrates that
natural gas prices are considerably more volatile than other commodities, and even more
so than the S&P 500. As will be discussed further,, regional natural gas averages (i.e.,
USREAPPA for Appalachia region, USREPJMR for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and parts
of the mid-Atlantic, USREUSNY for New York and Long-Island, USRENEWE for New
England and USRELOSE for Lousianna and the Southeast) appear to exhibit greater
volatility and more outliers relative to the Henry Hub contract.
Box-Whisker Plot of Comparative Daily Returns
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Figure 21 - Box-Whisker Plot of Comparative Daily Returns
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3. Volatility Over Various Time Windows
This portion will proceed by by looking at the unconditional volatility of natural gas
futures returns over a variety of time horizons. Then the analysis will move to analyzing
the volatiltiy of natural gas futures over a variety of conditional periods, such as when the
market is over or under supplied. For consistency when comparing the volatiltiy response
on a daily level, I define volatility, or the variance as the squared daily returns. I will
expicitly mention when using any other measure, such as rolling standard deviation.
In first examining the unconditional volatility of natural gas, Figure 22 - Volatility of
NG1 Squared Daily Returns by Year (1994 - 2010) below, the volatility, of NG1,
illustrates substantially more volatilile periods for the commidity in 2001, 2006, 2007 and
2009.
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Figure 22 - Volatility of NG1 Squared Daily Returns by Year (1994 - 2010)
Looking at the volatility on a monthly basis in Figure 23 - Volatility of NG1 By Month of
Year (1994 - 2010), from 1994 - 2004 you will note that the fall and winter months
(months 9-12 and 1-3) are substantially more volatile. These results are not conditioned
on the weather index, basis dispersion nor inventory levels.
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Unconditional Variance: Distribution of NGI Squared Daily Returns
by Month (03-Jan-1994 - 25-Mar-2010)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Month Number
8 9 10 11 12
Figure 23 - Volatility of NG1 By Month of Year (1994 -2010)
Looking at the volatility on a day of week basis and consistent with (Murry & Zhu, 2004)
and (Mu, 2004), I also find that natural gas price volatility is significantly higher on
Monday and the day when the natural gas storage report is released. A Box-Wisker plot of
the daily squared returns for each day of the week from 1994-2010 is provided in the
following Figure 24.
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Figure 24 - Distribution of Squared Daily NG1 Returns by Day of Week
The seasonal pattern shows a larger mean and larger variability during the winter months.
The intuition behind this may be that colder temperatures lead to a higher occurrence of
demand shocks, specifically outsized-HDD levels, thereby engendering greater
uncertainty over inventory withdraws, and thus subsequent natural gas prices.
Now the analysis turns to the volatility response conditioned on the season, using the
classification of Table 1 - Inventory Cycle Stage Designation on page 35. By applying an
ANOVA regression to the volatility during each of the 4 periods from 2003 - 2010, I
note that there is a higher degree of variance, particularly outlier volatility levels, in the
injection and withdrawal months. This is higlighted in Figure 25. However, the ability to
discern different volatilities between these periods, unconditional on other factors, such
as analyst error or weather, leads to an insignifigant p-value of 0.81 and 0.41 when more
crudely classifying as either withdraw or injection, such as in Figure 26. Therefore,
volatility does not appear to be conditional solely on the inventory cycle.
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Figure 25 - Box-Plot of Inventory Cycle Stages (-2: Withdraw
/ +2: Injection Inflection)
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Figure 26 -Box-Plot of Inventory Cycle Stages - Simplified (-1: Withdraw & Withdraw Inflection / +1:
Injection & Injection Inflection)
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4. Inventory Levels
2009 was a particularly unique year for natural gas prices. Going into the winter, the
market had so over-supplied since 1994, when this reports analysis began.
Inventory Level by Week of Year - Full Time Series (07-Jan-1 994 - 19-Mar-2010)
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Figure 27 - Inventory Levels by Week of Year (1994 -2010)
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To appreciate just how over-supplied the current market was, 1999-2010 inventory levels
have been standardized in Figure 28 - Inventory Level by Week of Year (Z-Scored)
below, assuming a normal distribution with mean and variance based upon each weekly
level in rolling prior 5-years from 1999 - 2010. Remarkably, the inventory levels going
into the withdraw winter months were almost 7 standard deviations over-supplied in
2009.
Inventory Level by Week of Year Z-Score - (1999 - 2010)
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Figure 28 -Inventory Level by Week of Year (Z-Scored)
5. The Impact of Contango/Backwardation
Extending our Theory of Schocks, I described the two types of shocks to natural gas prices:
1. Demand Shocks: typically weather related (i.e., HDD/CDD demand), much more
common.
2. Supply Shocks: typically less common (i.e., hurricanes, which take supply off, are a
form of exogenous weather shocks but affect supply more directly).
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I conjectured that the expected duration of the shock will evidence itself in the degree of
contango. For instance, if the shocks is expected to be more short-term in nature, then we
would anticipate a greater degree of backwardation between front month contracts and spot
prices. The rationale is that short-term shocks will lead to a higher clearing price for natural
gas in the near-term, thereby raising the nearby relative premium of nearby contracts to
longer-dated contracts. As the below Figure 29 - NG1-NG12 Contango/Backwardation from
1994 - 2010 illustrates, the degree of contango and backwardation varies considerably
throughout time. Its distributional properties are also highlighted in Figure 30 - Distribution of
NG1/NG12 Contango ($/MMBtu) on page 47.
NGI and NG12 HH Natural Gas Futures Contracts ($/Mcfl)
Contango Between NG12 - NG1 Contracts (3/Mcf)
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Figure 29 - NG1-NG12 Contango/Backwardation from 1994 - 2010
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Figure 30 - Distribution of NG1/NG12 Contango ($/MMBtu)
B. Summary Statistics
1. Natural Gas Futures Contract (Henry Hub and Regional) Daily Returns
Henry Hub Natural Gas Futures Contracts (Months 1-12) Regional Average Natural Gas Spot Prices
Lousianf Englad PA.M).Mid- NYC/Long
Southea UWsRNEWE Upaa. NY Atlantic Appalahia Wld
NG1 NG2 NG3 NG4 NGS NG6 NG7 NG8 NG9 NG10 NG11 NG12 JSREOSE) ) UREUSN) USREPJMR) (USREAPPA) (USRENL
M ean (0.07%) 40.07%) (0 07%) (007%) ( 07%) (0.07%) ( 08%) (0 .09%) (0.09%) (009%) (0.08%) (0.05%) (0.13%) (0.3 ( (
Std. Dev. 3.70% 3.40% 3.12% 2-81% 2,66% 2.53% 2.35% 2.19% 2.22% 2.16% 2.08% 1.89% 3.96% .8 3%
Median (011%) (Q13%) (014%) (0.14%) (0.13%) (010%) (0.09%) (0.08%) (007%) (0.09%) (0.05%) (004%) (011%) (018%) Q2 ( 3%) (014%) 13%) (0.23%)
Mean Abs. Dev. 2.69% 2.46% 2_26% 2.08% 196% 184% 074% 3L66% 1.59% 153% L46% 139% 280% 4(%
Minimum (14.89%) (13.80%) (9.97%) (8.81%) (8.26%) (7.96%) (8.08%) (7.77%) (16 78%) (19.91%) (2L 1%) (15.72%) (19.0%) (
Maximum 26.77% 23.44% 21.64% 1.24% 2174% 1929% 11%3.% B23 12. 25.95% 565; 7.1% 12 74% w 1
1st Quartile (232%) {2.18%) (196%) (179%) (164%) (L55%) (147%) (342%) (130%) (124%) (19%) (113%) (2.00%) (255%)) (2 V ,
3rd Quartile L76% 1.66% 1.58% 152% .42% 13.)6L2% 19% 1.16% 1,0% 1(% I5% L93% 253% 2.13% 2.17% 239% 258%
IQR 4.08% 3.83% 354% 3.32% 3.06% 2.91% 2.73% 2.61% 2.46% 2.33% 2.21% 2.19 3.94% 4A2% 4A9% %
Skewness 092 0.99 116 .83 107 109 066 0.44 0.376 0.45 103 0.52 7 0.88
Kurtosis &51 &65 9.54 7.46 3073 1053 6k99 < 12.01 17.04 2140 1072 796 19.39 3 . 32 2002
# Days /Observ. 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 626 626 626 626 626 626
Figure 31 - Summary Statistics of NG Futures and Regional Spot Prices
From the preceeding summary of daily returns over the last two and a half years (652
trading days), the Henry Hub futures prices for months 1-12 appear to have similar
average returns across the term structure. However, the volatility appears to decrease in
the farther-dated natural gas futures contracts. This is emperical evidence of the
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"Samuelson Effect", whereby volatility declines with time-to-maturity (i.e., backwardation
in futures volatility).3 3 Also worth note, longer-dated NG futures contracts appear to have
negative skew and higher kurtosis (fat tails). I will explore this momentarily in the tests for
normalcy, but the existence of these higher moments could be due to the more persistent
market backwardation, whereby futures prices have experienced sustained downward
pressure.
UNG ETF Additional Macro Factors
Dollar World Crude Oil
UNG Index Volatility S&P 500 (MISDUWI Gold Spot WTI Spot
UNG NAV (DXY) (VIX) (SPX) ) (GOLDS) (CL1)
Mean (0,01%) 0.09% (0.04%) (0.04%) 0 C8 0 03%
Std. Dev. 3.17% 352% 0. 64% 7.21% 2.1% 1.66% 1. 54% 3.35%
Median (011%) (0 04%) 008% 0 07% 0.
Mean Abs. Dev. 2.46% 2.63% .4 1.35% 1 1_12% 2.37%
Minimum (13.20%) (14.93%) (2.73%) (28.35%) (9.47?) (7.32%) (7 19%) 13.07%)
Maximum 12. 51 19.40% 29.63% 10.96. A0% 16,41%
1st Quartile (2.19%) (245%) ().35%): (0.4%) (0.78%) {0.74%) (1 68%)
3rd Quartile 1.91% 1. 81% 0.9% 1 68%
IQR 4,09% 4,26% a 68% % 17 t4151% 1 69% 3.36%
Skewness 0 03 0.26 (0.10) 0.33 (0.14) (0.33) (111 0.15
Kurtosis 97356 1 5'8.19 7 97 7. 7a 6.25
# Days / Observ. 652 652 652 652 652 652 652 652
Figure 32 - Summary Statistics of Natural Gas ETF and Additional Macro Factors
As expected, the regional natural gas spot prices exhibit far greater volatility and lower
skew with higher kurtosis than the Henry Hub spot price (NG1). The increased volatility
could perhaps be due to lower trading activity in the regional gas markets. Lower trading
activity leads to reduced liquidity which can cause more violent price movements.
2. ETF and Other Market/Macro Factors
Since we will be using several macro and market factors in constructing our multivariate
regression, it is important to have an unerstanding of the data's characteristics.
Interestingly, over the same time period the UNG ETF, which is supposed to identically
track the price movement of the NG1 Henry Hub contract, appears to exhibt a lower
average return (-26 bps verus -7 bps for NG1), with less volatility (3.17% standard
deviation versus 3.70% for NG1), and effectively no positive skew (0.03 verus 0.92 for
NG1) and more normal kurtosis (3.81 versus 8.51 for NG1).
33 For a detailed discussion of the Samuelson Effect, please see: Samuelson, P.A. (1965), "Proof That Properly
Anticipated Futures Prices Fluctuate Randomly," Industrial Management Review, 6:41-49.
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The reduced kurtosis could possibly be due to this summers suspension of share issuance
for the UNG, which dampened price movements and led to a sustained premium of
UNG shares relative to the underlying NG net asset value (the two should be identical, in
theory). 34 Recent fear of widespread price manipulation in the natural gas market by
speculative hedge funds and other institutional investors has placed increasing focus on
understanding the unprecedented prices moves in these markets over the past year.
Regulatory scrutiny towards ETF's which have offered investors a means to synthetically
participate in these commodity markets, has forced some ETF commodity funds to either
shut down,35 limit the number of new share issuance,36 or offer alternative means to re-
align a disconnected market value-to-NAV ratio.37 At one point in August 2009, the
UNG held a near 20% premium to NAV due to a halting of share issuance and a recent
swaps-for-shares plan for the UNG. These regulatory factors may help to explain the
UNG ETF's puzzling statistical characteristics.
C. Analysis of Analyst Errors
Having defined summary characteristics of the natural gas market, as well as periods when the
commodity is more volatile, it is important to return to our framework for understanding
analyst error, as highlighted in Figure 14 on page 30. I have thus far characterized component
C, or the volatility response. Now the analysis moves further up the tree to component B,
analyst errors in inventory estimates. I looked at median analyst errors in estimating the
inventory level as both an absolute deviation in Bcf, as well as the percentage error relative to
the 5-year normalized inventory level, as reported by the EIA. The following Figure 33
illustrates the time series of analyst errors versus inventory levels. As you can see, there is a
high degree of seasonality in analyst errors.
34 Natural Gas Fund Premium Rises to Record 20 Percent. 2009 28 08,
<http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=conewsstory&tkr=UNG%3AUS&sid=aDSplGtwaRpE>.
3 Deutsche to Liquidate Its Oil ETN for $295.7 Million 10 10 2009,
<http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=conewsstory&tkr=DXO:US&sid=aRZjHti25GzU>.
36 Natural Gas Fund to Offer Limited Sale of New Shares, 11 09 2009,
<http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=alcPyH8jxVWE>.
37 Natural Gas Fund Issues First New Shares Since July. 02 10 2009,
<http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=206011 10&sid=aOEwsQGlhlW4>.
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Analysis of Analyst Errors Versus Inventory Levels
Inventory Level
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Figure 33 -Analysis of Analyst Errors versus Inventory Levels
The seasonaility of error is further apparent when looking at the median analyst errors by
month and week of year in Figure 34 and Figure 35, respectively. In the winter months, from
months 1-4 or weeks 1 - 15, the degree of error is substantial, on both a percentage and
absolute Bcf basis. As the year goes on, analysts are much more accurate at forecasting the
inventory level.
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Median Analyst Inventory Estimate Error as a Percent of 5-Year
Normalized Inventory Levels Boxplot by Month of Year (28-Feb-2003 - 19-Mar-2010)
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Figure 34 - Median Analyst Inventory Estimate Error (Percent) by Month of Year (2003 - 2010)
Analyst Median Estimate Error (Absolute Bcf) by Week of Year
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Figure 35 - Analyst Median Inventory Estimate Error (Absolute Bcf) by Week of Year (2003 - 2010)
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It is important to acknwoledge that some analysts are more accurate than others at forecasting
inventory. Using the Individual Analyst Estimates for Guaging Analyst Quality/Skill of
Section III.D on page 34 I analyzed individual analyst ability to forecast inventory levels.
Figure 36 below displays a 3-D plot of the individual analyst inventory estimate error (in Bcf)
for 2006 - 2010. As you can see, while analysts do tend to make errors around the same time
periods, there is some variation between individual analyst quality, or skill.
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Figure 36 -3-D Plot of Individual Analyst Inventory Estimate Error (Bcf) for 2006 - 2010
Accordingly, to ascribe a "quality ranking" to analysts by applying Thiel's U-Statistic, I
quality of the analyst. The Thiel's U-Statistic denoting a series of interest as y, and a forecast
of it as f, the resulting forecast error is given as er = y,- f, for t =1,.,T. The statistic is
defined below in Equation 3 - Thiel's U1-Statistic as follows:
T T
tZ 2 l tf2
__=_ t=1
Equation 3 - Thiel's UUStatistic
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The more accurate the forecasts, the lower the value of the U statistic. The U1 statistic is
bounded between 0 and 1, with values closer to 0 indicating greater forecasting accuracy.
However, when performing an ANOVA regression on the volatility response when high-
quality analysts (defined as top 50th-percentile based on each analysts U, value) and low-quality
analysts make an error, I found no statistically signifigant, nor discernable evidence that the
volatility response was any different. This seems counter to intuition, as well as to findings in
other markets, such as was documented in (Chang, Daouk, & Wang, 2009) for the crude oil
market.
As one explanation, it is important to acknowledge the possibility of survivorship bias. It
would be reasonable to assume that the analysts with the longest track-record are likely to be
the most accurate, as poor, inaccurate analysts are likely fired and withdraw from the survey. It
is also worth noting, that some of the analysts may have either left or had been fired because
their firm had gone out of business. For instance, Lehman Brothers used to contribute to the
weekly inventory report estimate, however, that firm is no longer in business. These issues
could have perhaps contributed to the indiscernible volatility response conditioned on analyst
quality.
D. Tests for Normalcy
1. Lilliefors Test for Normalcy
As expected from the higher moments noticed in the exploratory data anlysis, natural gas
prices are non-normal. Using the Lillefors Test, we can successfully reject the null
hypothesis of normalcy for all 12 Henry Hub futures contracts (NG1-NG12) at the 1%
signifigance level.
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NG1 Comdty NG2 Comdty NG3 Comdty NG4 Comdty NG6 Comdty NGS Cotny NG9 Comdty NG1O Comdty NG11 Comdty NG12 Comdty
Litiefors Test Results Full Full Full Full Full FUR Full Full Full Ful
sample sin 3774 3774 3774 3772 3772 3770 3770 3770 3770 3770
Sample Mean 0.00027 0.00025 0.00024 0.00023 0.00023 0.00024 0.00024 0.00024 0.00025 0.00026
Sample StdDev 0.03902 0.03406 0.03025 0.02653 0.02199 0.01979 0.01954 0.01883 0.01802 0.01702
TestStatistic 0.0606 0.0509 0.0520 0.0497 0.0549 0.0618 0.0734 0.0767 0.0785 0.0754
CVai(IS%Sig.tevel) 0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 0.0126 0.0326 0.0126
Cvai (10%Sig. Level) 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133
Cl5%Sig.Level) 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146
Cval(2.S%Sig. Level) 0.0155 0.0155 0.0155 0.0155 0.0155 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156
CVal (1% Sig Lovel) 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213
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Figure 37 - Test for Normalcy in NG Futures
At the 1% signifigance level, we can similarly reject the null hypothesis for normalcy with
the regional natural gas prices, however, we cannot reject the null hypothesis for the
UNG ETF, which seems anomolous given the regulatory issues previously mentioned.
UNG US Equity USRELOSE Index USRENEWEIndex USREUSNYIndex USREPJMRindex USREAPPAIndex USRENYLI Index
Liliefors Test Results Full Full Full Full Full Full Full
Sample Size 652 1551 1553 1553 1553 1553 1553
Sample Mean -0.00259 -0.00024 -0.00060 -0.00026 -0.00042 -0.00040 -0.0010
Sample Std Dev 0.03169 0.04390 0.09958 0.07077 0.07598 0.06937 0.1140
Test Statistic 0.0356 0.0736 0.1647 0.1494 0.1490 0.1350 0.1840
CVal (15%Sig. Level) ' 0.0303 0.0197 0.0197 0.0197 0.0197 0.0197 0.0197
CVal (10% Sig. Level) 0.0320 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208
CVal (5%Sig. Level) 0.0350 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227
CVal (2.5%Sig. Level) 0.0374 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242
CVal (1% Sig. Level) 0.0512 0.0332 0.0332 0.0332 0.0332 0.0332 0.0332
Figure 38 - Lilliefor's Test for Normalcy (99% Confidence Level)
2. Autocorrelation Analysis
The autocorrelation structure tells us how a series is related to its own past values through
time. Under the assumptions of randomness, it can be shown that the standard error of
any autocorrelation is approximately 1, where T denotes the number of observations in
the study. If the series is truly random, then only an occasional autocorrelation will be
larger than 2 standard errors in magnitude. Therefore any autocorrelation that is larger
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than 2 standard errors in magnitude is worth our attention. 38 Significant autocorrelations
for NG1 - NG12 contracts are highlighted in bold below:
Autocorrdation Table
NumberofValues
Standard Error
Lagn 1
Lag42
Lag03
Lag #4
Lag #5
Lq#6
Lag#7
Lag 48
Lag N9
Lag #10
Lag#11
LagR2
Lag#13
Lag #14
Lag MnS
Lag#16
Lag 17
LagKS
Lag 19
Lag #20
Lag 621
Lag#22
Lag #23
NG1 Comdty
Apr7-Pres
652
0.04
-0.13
0.08
-0.01
0.01
-0.07
-0.03
0.03
-0.05
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.09
0.03
-0.02
-0.04
0.03
-0.05
-0.03
-0.01
0.05
-0.03
0.05
-0.06
NG2 Comdty
Apr07-Pres
652
0.04
-0.11
0.10
-0.02
-0.01
-0.07
-0.01
0.00
0.00
-0.04
0.05
-0.03
0.12
-0.03
0.01
-0.03
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.01
-0.05
NG3 Comndty
Apr07-Pres
652
0.04
-0.09
0.10
-0.02
-0.02
-0.10
0.01
0.00
0.02
-0.06
0.05
-0.05
0.11
-0.04
0.01
-0.04
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.01
-0.02
NG4 Comdty
Apr07-Pres
652
0.04
-0.07
0.11
-0.03
-0.03
-0.10
0.01
0.00
0.02
-0.06
0.07
-0.06
0.12
-0.04
0.00
-0.03
0.01
-0.02
0.00
0.01
0.086
-0.03
0.06
-0.01
No Comdty
Apr07-Pres
652
0.04
-0.05
0.10
-0.01
-0.04
-0.03
0.04
0.01
0.01
-0.03
0.03
-0.04
0.09
-0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.03
0.01
0.16
-0.04
0.05
-0.08
NG Comndty
Apr07-Pres
652
0.04
-0.06
0.05
0.03
0.03
-0.03
0.06
0.03
-0.01
-0.01
0.03
-0.04
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Figure 39 -NG Futures Autocorrelation Analysis (1-23 Day Lags)
There is evidence of statistically signifigant negative autocorrelation (mean reversion) in
the 1 day lagged returns of NG1-NG3 futures contracts, followed by positive
autocorrelation (trending) in day 2 lags for NG1-NG6. However, it is important to
acknowledge that the magnitude of this daily autocorrelation is relatively small.
E. Forecasting Model
There are three methods for dealing with seasonality:
1. Winters' exponential smoothing model, which is similar to Holt's method, except that
it includes another component and smoothing constant to capture seasonality
2. De-seasonalize the data, then use any of our forecasting methods to model the de-
seasonalize data, then re-seasonalize these forecasts
3. Use multiple linear regression with dummy variables associated with the seasons.
I have explored both additive and multiplicative seasonal models. In the additive seasonal
model, we add an appropriate seasonal index to a base forecast. In the multiplicative seasonal
model, we multiply a base forecast by the appropriate seasonal index.
38 Albright, Winston and Zappe, "Data Analysis and Decision Making". Chapter 13.3, Time Series Analysis and
Forecasting: Testing for Randomness. Page 727.
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While the simple exponential smoothing model generally works well if there is no obvious
trend in the series, the high-degree of trend in natural gas futures prices leads us to more
robust forecasting methods like Winters' Model.
1. Winters' Exponential Smoothing Model to Forecast Henry Hub Natural Gas
Prices
Based upon weekly price data from Oct-1994 to Mar-2009, I have segmented the data
into a training, validation (52 weeks) and forecast testing sets (52 weeks). Winters'
exponential smoothing method was applied with optimized parameters for a, and y on
a weekly seasonal period. The results are as follows:
Forecasting Constants (Optimized) I
Level (Alpha) 1.000
Trend (Beta) 0.000
Season (Gamma) 0.000
Estimation Holdouts
Winters'Exponential Period Period
Mean Abs Err 0.259 2.142
Root Mean Sq Err 0.388 2.286
Mean Abs Per% Err 5.39% 55.57%
Table 2 - Results of Winters' Exponential Smoothing Model on NG1 Prices
Winters' Forecast and Original Observations for
Henry Hub Natural Gas Spot Price (NG1)
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Figure 40 - Winters' Forecast Compared to Original Observations (NG1 Prices)
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The optimal smoothing constants, a = 1.000, P = 0 and y = 0 intuitively mean that
Winters' model has reduced to a simple exponential smoothing model that reacts
immediately to changes in level (a). Given the high degree of error on the
holdouts/validation set, this model does not seem appropriate for forecasting the prices.
It is quite possible that there are additional lurking variables beyond the level, trend and
season that need to be considered in order to accurately forecast natural gas prices.
2. Winters' Exponential Smoothing Model to Forecast Inventory Levels with Weekly
Seasonal period
Based upon weekly inventory data from October 1994 to October 2009 (790 data points),
I have segmented the data into a training, validation (52 weeks) and forecast testing sets
(52 weeks). Winters' exponential smoothing method was applied with optimized
parameters for a, P and y on a weekly seasonal period. The results are as follows:
Forecasting Constants
(Optimized)
Level (Alpha) 1.000
Trend (Beta) 0.401
Season (Gamma) 0.925
Estimation Holdouts
Winters' Exponential Period Period
Mean Abs Err 24.06 304.93
Root Mean Sq Err 33.80 438.75
Mean Abs Per% Err 1.32% 10.07%
Table 3 - Results of Winters' Exponential Smoothing Model on Inventory Levels
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Winters' Forecast Errors for
North American Natural Gas Storage Levels
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Figure 41 - Winters' Forecast Errors for North American Natural Gas Storage Levels
The optimal smoothing constants, a = 1.000, p = 0.401 and y = 0.925 intuitively mean
that we react immediately to changes in level (a), but we react in a slower, dampened
fashion to trend (f), and we react quite quickly to changes in the seasonal pattern (y),
albeit at a slightly dampened rate. It is important to acknowledge that physical constraints
limit North American natural gas storage at approximately 4 Tcf 9, which is not accounted
for in the forecast of current Winters Model.
F. Multivariate Regression
To understand the variables influencing the weekly return of natural gas prices, I developed a
multifactor regression model that incorporated a number of explanatory variables, including
inventory Z-score, futures curve steepness (backwardated/contango), dollar index, volatility
index (VIX), U.S. equities (SPX), MSCI World Equity index (MSDUWI), Gold spot return
(GOLDS), Crude Oil spot (CL1) and U.S. Treasury interest rate steepeness (10 year - 2 year).
I looked at a pairwise regression table of all available variables and attempted to elminiate
highly correlated variables and thus avoid potential multicollinearity problems. The results of
the pairwise correlation matrix of returns from 1994-2010 were as follows:
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The results of the initial regression were as follows:
Adusted Strrof
/- flSuae f-square Estimate
0.9438 0.8908 k .
Degreesof Sumof Meanof
Freedom Squares Squares
9 762.75 84.75
138 93.53 0.68
Coefficient
10.58
-0.66
-1.72
3.73
0.91
-3.44
-0.99
-3.33
0.61
-55.29
Standard
Error
0.16
0.11
0.09
13.80
1.52
9.94
10.85
5.40
3.13
8.02
N t-Value
64.54
-5.96
-20.07
0.27
0.60
-0.35
-0.09
-0.62
0.19
-6.90
0.111U.82
F-Ratio p-Value
125.04 <0.0001
Confidence Interval 95%
Lower
<0.0001 10.25
<0.0001 -0.88
<0.0001 -1.89
-23.56
0.5504 -2.09
0.7298 -23.09
0.9273 -22.44
0.5381 -14.00
-5.59
< 0.0001 -71.14
Table 4 - Multivariate Regression #1 Results
The regression has a high-adjusted R-Square of 88%, and is statistically signifigant with a p-
Value <0.0001. However, a closer inspection of the explanatory variables reveals that only the
intercept, inventory Z-score level, futures curve steepness and interest rate steepness are
statistically signifigant at reasonable p-Values (i.e., even a liberal 25% threshold excludes all
others except the S&P 500 Index). Accordingly, in the pursuit of accuracy and parsimony, I
created a second, more streamlined model that included only inventory Z-score levels and the
S&P 500 index return. I believe the SPX is influential for qualitative reasons, as it is a
barometer of overall market sentiment, and thus economic demand for commodities like
natural gas. The results of this second regression were as follows:
R-Square Adjusted
- uare
0.5340 0.5276
Sumof Meanof
Squares Squares
457.2977699 228.648885
398.9851079 2.751621434
Standard
Error
0.29
0.17
9.08
- t-Value
34.79
-12.81
-1.35
St Err of
Estimate
1.658801204
F-Ratio
83.0961 <0.0001
p-Value
<0.0001
< 0.0001
Confidence Interval 95%
Lower Upper
9.53 10.67
-2.51 -1.84
-30.23 5.67
Table 5 - Multivariate Regression #2 Results
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Multiple
RSummary
ANOVA Table
Explained
Unexplained
Regression Table
Constant
Inventory Z-Score
Curve Steepness/ (Backwardation)
DXY Cumcy
VIX Index
SPXIndex
MSDUWI lndex
GOLDS Comdty
CLI Comdty
Interest Rate Steepness
Upper
10.90
-0.44
-1.55
31.03
3.91
16.21
20.46
7.34
6.81
-39.44
Summary
ANOVA Table
Explained
Unexplained
Regression Table
Constant
Inventory Z-Score
SPX Index
Multiple
R
0.7308
Degreesof
Freedom
2
145
Coefficient
10.10
-2.17
-12.28
With an adjusted R-Square of 53% and a p-Value of <0.001, this multiple linear regression
with these explanatory variables serves moderately well to describe the return of natural gas,
much beyond the influence of inventory levels.
G. Applying the Inventory Cycle Indicator to Understand Price Volatility
Comparing the timing patterns of when each of the four inventory cycles occurs during the
year reveals fascinating information about the state of the market on a relative basis. This
framework helps to explain some of the extreme price volatility of natural gas futures. For
instance, in 2009, the year gave witness to dramatic price action and volatility, with prices
ranging from $5.90 to $2.51/MMBtu, and 30-day historical annualized volatility peaking at
131%, a pinnacle not seen since 2003.
We can see that under this new inventory cycle stage classification metric that in 2009, the
inventory withdraw period ended 2.6SD earlier (approximately 2.5 weeks) than is typical of the
1994-2002 period. Accordingly, the injection period started earlier than is typical, on the back
of an over-supplied market.
Standardized Inventory Cycle Statistics for 2009
(Standarized relative to 1994-2007 Inventory Cycle Data)
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Figure 43 - Z-Scored Inventory Cycle Stage Analysis for 2009
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Inventory Cycle Analysis for 2009
Inventory Level for 2009
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Figure 44 - Inventory Cycle Stage Analysis for 2009
This inventory classification is helpful to uncover important nuances in the stage of the
inventory cycle. As previously discussed, natural gas inventory levels can vary dramatically
between years depending up a variety of factors, most interestingly exogenous demand shocks,
such as weather (i.e., HDD/CDD demand), which is of our current interest. Now we will
turn to the results of natural gas volatility, conditional on the state of inventory supply and the
stage of the inventory cycle.
H. One-Way ANOVA of Market Supply Level and Rolling 20D Natural Gas Volatility
The underlying purpose of this research is to develop a deeper understanding through a
statistical lens of the dynamics influencing the natural gas market, ultimately with the hope of
developing better informed trading strategies. Unfortunately, the regression-based forecasting
tool yielded less-than inspiring results. However, since an elegant mechanism to more
intelligently trade the natural gas commidity on price along seems to be relatively intractable,
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our attention turns to a mechanism for trading the volatility of natural gas prices, thereby
speculating on natural gas volatility and not price forecasts.
This is relevant because NYMEX offers options to buy and sell futures contracts on natural
gas for nearly all actively traded maturities. Embedded within an options premium is a level of
volatility implied by the market. Options with higher volatility tend to command a higher
premium because it is more likely that they will expire in the money. If one has a view that a
natural gas contract will become more volatile, and this is not yet reflected in the options
premium, then one can purchse options to simulatenously buy and sell the futures contract
(i.e., a straddle trade). If the contract does in fact become more volatile, as anticipated, then
the options will demand a higher premium and one gains on the increased volatility. This
allows one to earn a profit by speculating on volatility while remaining agnostic to the
direction of the underlying natural gas future's price.
Using one-way ANOVA analysis and a categorization of whether the market is over or under
supply (based upon previous Z-Score analysis), I developed just such a potential strategy to
speculate on natural gas volatility. The results of the ANOVA analysis are as follows:
ANOVA: Box-Wiskers of Ratio of Announcement Day Sq. Ret. to Prior 2D Average vs. Market Level
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Figure 45 - Box-Whisker Plot of NG1 20-Day HVOL in Oversupplied vs. Undersupplied Markets
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Table 6 - ANOVA Analysis Results for NG1 20-Day HVOL in Oversupplied versus Undersupplied Markets
With statistical signifigance, we can conclude that when the natural gas market is under-
supplied, the Henry Hub Natural Gas futures contract (NG1) becomes nearly tuice as volatile.
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V. CONCLUSION
In answering the central objective, I find that the volatility of natural gas futures is highly conditional
on the season and even more so on the level of the natural gas in inventory. I further find that the
degree of volatility is inversely correlated to analyst accuracy at forecasting inventory levels. Analysts
exhibit the same degree of seasonal accuracy.
Expanding upon this, I find that in the extremes of the inventory cycle (i.e., near peak
injection/withdraw) that variance is particularly strong, and signifigantly higher than non-
announcement days. The high announcement day volatility reflects larger price changes. With
statistical signifigance, we can conclude that when the natural gas market is under-supplied, the near-
term Henry Hub Natural Gas futures contract becomes nearly twice as volatile than in an
oversupplied market. Furthemore, analysts are more prone to make errors in their estimates of
weekly inventory levels around these same time periods.
Stepping back for a moment, it is essential to acknowledge the limits of this research. There are
extreme challenges with modelling an asset as complex as natural gas. As (Lo & Mueller, 2010)
acknowledged, we must ask whether markets and investors are driven primarily by emotions, such as
fear and greed, that cannot be modeled, or is there some "method to the market's madness" that can
be understood through quantifiable means. We know that human behavior is not nearly as stable
nor as predictable as physical phenomena. Accordingly, while the systematic, quantitative approach
to solve financial problems has yielded signifigant advances for society, it is important to
acknowledge that we cannot rely fully on our modelled perception of the world. Accordingly, I take
that same heed of caution here.
As a suggestion for general improvements into future research, it would be a worthwile endeavor to
look at higher-frequency intra-day intervals to analyze how the higher announcment day volatility is
realized on a microstructure level. For instance, I would seek to understand if volatility is actually a
reflection of more price changes as opposed to just larger price changes. As (Ederington & Lee, The
Short-Run Dynamics of the Price Adjustment to New Information, 1995) point out with respect to
the fixed income and FX markets, the distinction is important because if the price jumps from an
old to new equilibrium in only a few trades (i.e., bigger jumps as opposed to more changes), then it
could have interesting implications for understanding the efficiency of the natural gas futures
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market. As they discovered, the increased volatility following macro announcements are due
primarily to more frequent price changes, and only secondarily to larger price changes.4 "
It is important to address the information flow proccess itself: what is the speed and efficiency with
which natural gas markets adjust to new information. While this is challenging without high-
frequency intra-day data4 1, we can infer some general understanding as suggested by Ederington and
Lee for other futures markets. Specifically, volatility tends to remain high after a news release, either
because of slow price discovery or because additional information continues to flow into the makets.
Accordingly, there are two possible reasons for slower information flow:
1. Details of the announcement take time to absorb and the focus of the market is more
immediately on the headline numbers.
2. It takes time for traders to understand the full implications of the news announcement in a
longer-term, more macro context.
I have found from anecdotal evidence from conversations with several natural gas traders, that it is
this second component, of understading the broader implications, that can occupy a bulk of their
focus. This is particularly the case in the peak cycle periods of injection/withdraw months when
they are trying to infer the turning points in the market.
If markets adjust slowly, returns within this adjustment period should likely be positively correlated.
However, as previously mentioned, there is evidence of statistically signifigant negative
autocorrelation (mean reversion) in the 1 day lagged returns of NG1 - NG6 futures contracts, albeit
small in amplitude, followed by positive autocorrelation (trending) in day 2 lags. This might indicate
that natural gas futures markets adjust quickly and efficiently in the very short-run.
From these results, it is also important to address how natural gas is different from other
commodities. For instance, comparing natural gas to Roll's work on orange juice futures, we note
that even compared to natural gas, orange juice has great seasonality. The production cycle with
orange jusice is fundamentally different from natural gas, which is a "flow" commodity. Therefore,
40 See page 123 of Ederington, L. H., & Lee, J. H. (1995). The Short-Run Dynamics of the Price Adjustment to New
Information. The Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 30 (1), 117-134.
41 The data availability of this project allowed for only several months of high-frequency intra-day natural gas futures
prices. The author believed that the time period was too short to draw meaningful and significant statistical
conclusions for a larger time period, and thus only end-of-day data has been examined.
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weather shocks with natural gas are inherently less permanent because of its well-developed
inventory buffer that helps to dampen the effect.
Comparing naturual gas to other parts of the energy complex, such as in (Pindyck 2001, 2004; Ye
2005, Susmel 1997; Movassagh 2005), we note that with petroleum products (e.g., CL, RBOB,
MOGAS), due to their sources of production, supply shocks are far more prevalent because of geo-
political factors. However, geopolitical instabilities are a less relevant concern for the North
American natural gas market.
Looking at these results more abstractly through a theoretical lens, I believe that the Adaptive
Markets Hypothesis ("AMH"), as first introduced by (Lo, 2004) can offer invaluable insight into
understanding this view of the natural gas market. AMH takes a biological, not phyisical view of the
market whereby individuals act in self-interest, make mistakes, learn and adapt, and compete to drive
adaptation and innovation. Ultimately, under AMH, natural selection shapes the market ecology
leading evolution to ultimately determine the market dynamics.
We can perhaps understand the conditional volatility response and propensity for analyst's errors in
estimating inventory levels as a natural extension of the Adaptive Markets Hypothesis. For instance,
power producers have a commitment to their customers to deliver an uninterrupted supply of
energy, and will accordingly take necessary measures to secure their access to natural gas inventories.
Hence power producers serve as agents of demand for natural gas, acting in their own self-interest,
competing against other power producers. In order to survive, the must learn to adapt their natural
gas inventory management against an every changing, highly variable market that is heavily
influenced by the exogenous shocks of weather. An error in any given winter might lead to
inadequate inventory supply, which is a fatal mistake. Applying AMH from a different perspective,
we can also assume an evolutionary "survival of the fittest" around the quality of analysts estimating
inventory reports. It would seem reasonable to assume that the innacruate analysts are ultimately
weeded out from the stronger, more accurate ones.
Bringing all of these points together, it is important to appreciate the broader context. Natural gas is
an essential natural resource and is used in myriad aspects of the global economy and society. The
EIA, in conjunction with the Oil and Gas Journal and World Oil publications, estimates world
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proved natural gas reserves to be around 6,254 Tcf.4 2 41% of the world total reserves are located in
the Middle East, and with Europe and the former U.S.S.R. holding 32%. However, it is believed that
with the possible recovery associated with North American shale gas, that the U.S. may have
upwards of 1,748 Tcf of technically recoverable gas. As we look to develop more sustainable energy
policies, North America's abundant clean-burning natural gas will hold an essential role in helping us
to secure our future energy independence. An ability to understand the factors influencing it is
supply and demand, and thus price, are and will continue to be essential.
As one North America's most prolific energy resources, natural gas markets are highly influenced by
several factors, most notably the supply-demand dynamics of inventory levels, erratic weather
patterns, and industrial demand. Interestingly, all three of these factors are simultaneously at
historically unprecedented stress points: natural gas storage levels are coming in from record
capacity thresholds, a potentially severe hurricane season looms in the distance and industrial
demand, largely from chemical and fertilizer produces, remains at anemic levels due to one of the
worst economic recessions since the Great Depression. Any one of these scenarios in their own
right could have due influence on the price of natural gas markets, however, it is the confluence of
factors that has led to such heightened volatility in this market. We have shown that statistical
techniques can help us to better understand the dynamics of this commodity's volatility, and may
potentially offer value-added investment opportunities.
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